
by Gregory Kafoury 

"Nuclear power is our domestic Vietnam." 
Ralph Nader, circa 1973 

"The Emperor has no clothes. The lie is over. : 
Lloyd Marbet, 1993 ' 

"I didn't do ~ything. I just asked if they 
had any evidence that the plant was safe." 

Robert Pollard, 1993 

I thought of Vietnam. There, in 1975,. the opposing forces were positi .. )ning themselves for a 
long aiid perhaps decisive struggle. Suddenly the army of South Vietnam -- two million strong! -
panicked and d.i.sintegrated. The rout was not military, but moral. Generals and foot soldiers knew 
that the government was corrupt to its soul. There was nothing to fight for. . 

Last week, Portland General Electric officials saw no light at the end of the tunnel. Only six 
months before, they had announced a deal with Westinghouse to.replace Trojan's deteriorating 
steam generators. But Westinghouse had lied about the waste tanks .at Hanford, and many nuclear 
utilities were suing the company for fraud and racketeering. PGE bad to scuttle the Westinihouse 
deal. Then the company announced that. Trojan would close in 1996 which enabled the plant to sur
vive tht: shutdown initiatives in November. Six days later a tube sprung a leak, and.the plant went 
down. In November, it was revealed that key Nuclear Regulatory Commissi9n (NRC) scientists had 
opposed continued operation of Trojan. Attempts by state and federal agencfos to trivialize and 
ignore this had led to dozens of arrests, as activists blocked the Trojan gates. A full page ad in the 
Oregonian by Marilyn and Jerry Wilson created a flood of calls. to the Governor, demanding an 
investigation. If the agencies and the company had only hung together, if they had gotten the plant 
back on line, the opposition would lose its intensity, and the moment would ·pass. But on December 
3, the restart of the plant- then only hours away -was suspended. Now, the NRC bad scheduled 
informal discussions in Washington, D.C., at which Robert Pollard of the Union of Concerned 
Scientists could question the NRC dissenters. Worse yet, these same dissenting scientists were then 
to come to Portland for a public hearing. 

The Portland hearing promised to be a nightmare. While the state's Energy Facility Siting 
Council (EFSC) would try to help PGE, its grip on the controls was weak. The EFSC had ordered 
activists (and the rest of the public) to sit down and shut up. But not all coul.d be expected to do so. 
The circus could be endured if necessary,. .but key players were rejecting the script. A new memo
randum. from Dr. J. Hopenfeld at the NRC read like a declaration of independence, systematically 
demolishing the official report of his more political superiors. The tone of his memo approached 
contempt. That damned new wind in Washington must have blown into the halls of the NRC. 

Beyond the hearing, both PGE and government officials could be subpoenaed as defense wit
nesses in the trials of those recently arrested at Trojan. Under a ·"choice of evils" defense, the ques
tion of plant safety and official knowledge would be relevant. If a restart were aUowed, mass arrests 
could be expected.· 

Inside those offices, barricades might not be enough. For years, many PGE officials spoke qui
etly of their doubts about the technology, their doubts about the plant. But now they are coming 
together, talking the kind of crap we first heard from Lloyd Marbet 20 years ago. 

A LOOK BACK 
Early 1970s. The room is full of lawyers: Bonnevill~ Power Administration, PGE, Paclfic, 

Power & Light, the Public Utility Commission, other agencies and interests:These are serious men; 
they understand how the world works. The Northwest energy future for the Northwest has been 
decided by the "old mules", and now future will be ratified. Electrical load growth will· be about 7% 
a year. Within a generation. 20 nuclear pl.ants will be built throughout the Northwest, some along 
the Willamette River. 

But one of the men doesn't fit. He has a huge beard, an ill-fitting suit, and big leather boots. He 
might have been plucked out of the last century and dropped into the hearing room. The rules, he 
points out, say that as an interested citizen, he ha:s a right to intervene as a party ·to the proceedings. 
He is not a serious ·man, because he does not understand how the world works. He believes that his 
vision of the future matters. 

.LAST WEEK, AT THE INRC 
Trojan's problems came at a bad time. There is apprehension about the new administration. 

Like the industry, the agency needs to bunker down. The leaked Trojan meri:ios are a major embar
rassment. Secrecy is always justified as promoting free discussion, but to the commissioners, it is 
the essential element of control. If agency scientists are mailing internal ·memos to people like 

· Robert Pollard, then who is in charge? ' 
With Trojan, the substantive embarrassment is even worse than the procedural. Hopenfeld cal~ 

culated that the risk of a catastrophic accident at Trojan was 300 times greater than what rules allow. 
Dr. Joseph Muscara is in his coi:ner, and be has been the agency's top man in the area of steam tube 
integrity for 15 years. The entire Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research is on record opposing the 
February 1992 waiver allowing Trojan to operate with deteriorating tubes. Hc-w long can the agency 
keep defending its decision to overrule the scientific staff? 

Oregon is now insisting that Muscara and Hopenfeld be produced for a public hearing. The 
State says they will gag the activists, but they have invited Po'llard, who is himself an ex-NRC sci
entist. What will happen if they try to gag him 7 

Trojan is not going to get out of this alive, and the agency must think about itself. What kind of 
precedent will it set if we send our people to run a gauntlet 3,000 miles away because someone 
leaked a memo? When will the next memo be leaked? · · 

Then there is the matter of the other eight plants operating with-deteriorating tubes. All have 
waivers like Trojan. Do we want our people in front of television cameras answering questions 
about Katawba and Summer and Connecticut Yankee? Suppose the people al-ound th0se plants start 
demanding open files and public testimony? 

Trojan bas embarrassed the agency for 20 years. Time to die. 

THE SERIOUS MAN 
Robert Cobb ran a small business coordinating freight shipments. He gave what time he could 

to the energy wars, and he gave a comer of his office to young Lloyd Marbet Marbet stretched him
self to the limit, intervening in nuclear licensing hearings and utility rate hearings, attending confer
ences, and reading everything. Possessed of a prodigious intellect and matching physical stamina, 
he mastered administrative law, utility regulation and nuclear technology. He: made a trailer into his 
home, furnishing it with treasures plucked from dumpsters. 

Like every great activist; Marbet created new activists. A poet, he understood the power of 
rg.etaphors, visions, dreams. forrJ Wil'son explained the tenacity oI. the nuclear dream by describing 
it as a religion. On its merits, the . .tecbnology should have died a generation ago. But it was sustained 
by the clarity and beauty of its promise, by the desire of the generation that split the atom to justify 
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its place in history, and by the sense that mastering the power of the atom was somehow the key to 
the American Century. The struggie against nuclear power has its own heroic vision. Ours is the 
myU1 of the dragon-slayer - how great must one be who chooses a towering nuclear plant as their 
mortal enemy? Ours are the Gods of the Sun and the Wind, of the invisible web that unites all living 
things, of the genetic chain that links the life of the past to the life of the future. Our enemy is a mon
ster which transcends time, for the critical concentration of uranium produces a killer which cannot 
be killed. Marbet understood the vision 'of both religions, and he inspired others to join his mission, 
·a campaign for Life and against Death. 

·~ONCE MORE, UNTO THE BREACH, DEAR FRIENDS" 
As point man for the Oregon Department of Energy staff. it did not matter to David Stewart

Smith that the activi~ts considered him a lickspittle toady for the utilities. Had they ever kept a light 
burning, had they ever built anything? 

What mattered was this most difficult new assignment. The siting council was soon to.hear 
from Hopenfeld, Muscara, and the renegade Pollard. The· council members were weak. He must 
give them the strength to do what had to be done. The council must understand its role, 'the opinions 
of the dissenting scienti$tS must be placed in context. His cover letter would help them. 
"Hopenfeld", he wrote, readily admits that he does not see "the big picture" 

YEARS Of STRUGGLE . 
Like most who arc driven, Marbet'.s personality was more than many could handle. A great 

bear of a man, his laughter shook the earth. "A force of nature" my mother once called him. In 
anger, his bellow threatened to shred the v.:eb of live which he so revered. · 

The organizational structure was always tight. TI1e mailing list might include a few thousand 
people, but the core was never more than a handful. Many would dedicate a year or two, do a·project 
or set of hearings, then return to a more normal life. Many were superior activists like. J. Carl 
Freedman, David Hupp, John Arum. Virtually all retained their commitment, and as much of their 
activism as their personal lives would allow. Some won stunning victories while on their own, like 
Eric Stachon's successful leadership of the initiative establishing the Citizens Utility Board. 

Others came to. the movement without joining the circle, like Peter Berge! and the uncompro
mising activists of the Trojan Decommission Alliance (TDA) in the late ~970s. 

Then, there were the lawyers. Ed Jones humiliated PGE in Trojan's backyard when he led the 
legal team which gained an acquittal for 96 TDA demonstrators who had blocked the gates ·to 

·Trojan in 1977. The jury in Columbia CoUlity had never before heard the case against nuclear 
power. 

After the cancellation of the Pebble Springs nuclear 1plants, Oregon, PGE and PP & L triei:i to 
stick Oregon .ratepayers with hundreds of millions of dollars. they spent for large holes iri the 
ground. Dan Meek and Linda Williams, brilliant and ten~cious, made them walk away from th~ir 
claims, and cough up what they had already collected. Meek and Williams were awarded nearly t.wo 
million dollars in legal fees, which helped sustain the Trojan ballot initiatiyes. 

THE COLLAPSE 
January 4, 1993, 2:30 p.m. I got a call from ·cin~ of PGE's· Jawyers.· It' was all over: The 

announcement would come in half an hour. He hoped that we would want to work with company 
officials to seek common ground as the wreckage was sorted out. I assured him that we would, and 
thanked him for his graciousness. . 

The champagne arrived before· the television stations did, and when the reporters t~Jd Lloyd 
and I that PGE's Ken Hai:rison had attributed the decis.ion to close the plant to "regulatory uncer
tainty", I responded somewhat ungraciously: ~'The entir<:< Nuclear Regulatory Commission scientific 

. staff said this plant is too dangerous to operate, that's what they mean when they say 'regulatory 
uncertainty."' 

I bad some regrets that ~ur initial press coverage was insufficiently dignified, too much laugh
. ter and too little p0ntification. But everyone I knew disagreed. They said they !mew it was really 
over when thrY saw the joy in our faces. Lloyd had been in the struggle for 20 years and I for more 
than 15. The beast was dead. Time to celebrate. · 

THE ANCHOR 
Over the years, what had been the vision of the "old mules" was "dismembered, and the ele

ments discarded. The Skagit plants died in bearings . .The Supreme Court in Marbet v. PGE blo~ked 
the constructioµ of the Pebble Springs nuclear plants, and Peter.Bergel's 1980 initiative banning 
future nuclear plants killed them off. Washington activists passed an initiative which ended the 
dream of·five nuclear.plants under the umbrella of Washington Public Power Supply System. 
(WPPSS-2 at Hanford is the only surviving N.W. nuke.) Marbet lost most of the battles against the 
radioactive waste dump at Teledyne Wah Chang, but won the war. We fought Fred Meyer and the 
large shopping centers in the courts over the right to petition, creating the best law in the nation. 

Marbet alone was there. at the beginning, and stayed the 'course. He wa.s the anchor. Fine 
activists like Kellie Petersen, Colleen O'Neil and Elaine Kelley ~e still on board, and many more 
want to join. With the fall of Trojan, everything is 'now up for grabs. 

OU~ SIDE AND THEIR SIDE 
In 1978,' it was announced that Trojan had somehow been bufrt to half-strength. At the result

ing bearings, one of PGE's lawyers confid.ed to me that he found.it helpful not to try to understand 
the testimony of his expert witnesses. The stuff was too complicated, and since the. experts knew 
what they were talking about, that was enough. Our opponents worked 9 to 5. · 

Critical to the s.uccess of the N.W. anti-nuqlear movement has been the quality of internal 
debate. In bureaucracies, one's advancement depends on pleasing one's superiors. But activis'ts are 
primary human beings; they depend on no one for their place in the scheme of things; they defer to 
no one. Neither graduate school nor law school prepared me for the intensity and quality of these 
debates. 

Finally, we told the truth. When the press would use misinformation from our opponents as 
background facts, we would immedi,ately send them the correct information. Eventually, many in 
the press began to get their background information from us. 

THE SlRUGGlE AHEAD 
PGE has sunk $350 million dollars into Trojan which they have yet to recapture. This is why 

it was so difficu.lt for them to give up Trojan', despite its high costs, low production, and the 
menace it presented. PGE' s legal claim to further reimbursement is highly questionable. This 
vulnerability provides an opportunity to force the company to make massive ·investinents in energy 
efficiency and renewable resources. They should earn their money by serving the community. 
Failing that, we should launch a·Public Utility District campaign .and take them over. 

Washingt6n still bas a nuclear plant, and· there will always be Hanford. But when I think of 
the future, I recall years ago when. we were talking about isolating Trojan, Marbet kept to a more 
strategic vision. When I criticized his approach, be bellowed, "Do you think I give a damn about 
this plant? It's the.industry I'm after!". · 

For Lloyd Marbet, the conquest of.Trojan is not a life's work, but the toppling of one domino 
in a chain. The record·of what really happened to Trojan has yet to be developed. 109 nuc.Iear 
plants remain in this country, and eight of them may be Trojan-style time bombs. Marbet's vision 
remains uncompleted. He has work to do, bec,ause·he is a serious·man.· 
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As w-direcfor of the Don't Waste Oregon Committee, I've worked to close the 
Trojan Nuclear Power Plant for nearly 20 years .. One of tile great pleastires of fighting the 
Trojan War is that you get such great stories to tell. The Trojan plant really was built with 
a 30-day warranty (parts and labor only). It is literally true that the engineer who designed 
the plant had never before designed a wall. Then there was the Portland General Electric 
executive who remarked that he could see no reason why the company should investigate 
the cracks under the reactor and spent fuel pool, saying, "We already have our license." · 

Until two weeks ago, Trojan was simply one of the largest nuclear plants ever built, 
one that was in the bottom 10 percent in its safety record, and the one that happened to rest 
on the edge of perhaps the most menacing earthquake fault on the planet. But now, things 
have gotten really ugly. Recently-leaked reports by Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
(NRC) scientists indicate that the risk of a catastrophe at Trojan is 300 times greater than 
the risk at your average nuke. 

2011. Negative reaction to this deal was ferocious, and understandably so. Westinghouse 
had never before run a nuclear plant" and its management of the Hanford Nuclear 
Reservation in Washington has been a disgrace. Certainly, no other utility companies 
which were suffering with Westinghouse steam generators had chosen to go into partner
ship with the company. "About a third of the nuclear industry is suing Westinghouse for 
fraud, but PGE wants to hire them to take over operations at Trojan - you figure that one 
out!", proclaimed one activist. Even the Oregonian, which has long supported nuclear 
power, denounced the idea. · 

Like a wolf caught in a trap, PGE had to gnaw off a leg to escape. The company 
announced that the steam generators would not be replaced, and that the plant would close 
in 1996, 15 years ahead of its tii-ne. PGE pleaded with a skeptic public for time to develop 
allemative energy supplies. Opponents cited the dangers of running the plant with deterio-

1 rating tubes, and quoted a 1988 speech from an NRC cmrunissioner who acknowledged 
that "a pressure transient or a seismic event" could "ruptw·c a number of tubes simultane-
ously'', making a plant with such defects a "loaded gun". . 

PGE assured the public that the defect had no safety implications whatsoever. But 
let's look at the events that have transpired since election day to see how these assurances 

__ .,..,...,.....,...,._,.._,,..,..,,.,,,,_....,.,,.....,.'!l'IF.'"5'!'!"..,....~----,~ , have degenerated: 
CF2 _·~.:r. '.~)·}.'.~---~~~;. ~ ~~ i~{;.?:· 

The problem is Trojan's cracked generator tubes. Thousands of these tubes carry 
super-heated water from the core of the nuclear reactor. When cold water from a separate 
water system hits the outside of the tubes, it flares into steam, which pushes the great tur
bines. With pressures at 2,500 pounds per square inch, tube ruptures could leave operators 
unable to keep enough cooling water in 
the reactor to prevent the core from melt
ing down. If that happens, the same rup
tured tubes would provide an avenue of 
escape for the vast amounts of.radioactive 
gas and debris created in .. the resulting 
inferno. In other words, goodbye, PDX. 

The public and private reactions to 
the leaked NRC reports illuminate the var
ied roles of the key players, whose out
lines are cast large and clear by the flash 
of this bombshell. Here is PGE, the com
pany which owns and operates Trojan, all 
arrogance and greed. There is the NRC 
leadership, glibly pimping for the nuclear 
power industry. And there in the corner 
are the state energy regulators, cowardly 
to the core. 

In nearly two decades of anti-nuclear 
activism, I do not recall another occasion . 
when documents were leaked from within 
the NRC. History shows why. The NRC 
was a mean operation in the best of times, 
as these two stories clearly show: 

Back in the 1950s, when it was called 
the Atomic Energy Commission, agency 
scientists produced reports showing that 
crucial nuclear safety systems could not 
be relied upon, and that a severe accident 
would kill tens of thousands of people. 
The repo1ts were not refuted, they were 
simply buried. Top agency officials flatly 
denied that they existed. 

At Trojan, one of the design engi
neers for the contractor wrote to the AEC, 
complaining that the Trojan reactor was 
entirely dependent upon one pipe and one 
water tank, and that if an earthquake were 
to damage them, then, "The only thing 
you can do is run." When the contractor, 
Bechtel Corporation, heard that the letter had been sent, its officials called the AEC com
missioners, who graciously returned the letter to them - unopened. 

In the mid-' 80s, when Massachqsetts Governor Michael Dukakis refused to prepare 
an evacuation plan for the neighboring Seabrook plant in New Hampshire, the NRC sim
ply changed its rules to reduce the required evacuation zone from· ten miles to two. An 
incredulous federal appeals judge questioned the NRC' s lawyer about an evacuation plan 
that treated beach front hot dog stands as radiation shelters, asking whether the NRC was 
such a law unto itself that the Court would be required to approve an emergency plan 
requiring only "Bibles and suicide pills". (Seabrook is operating todar,) 

Needless to say, after 12 years of Reagan and Bush, the NRC is now worse than it bas 
ever been, with all five of its commissioners having been the hand-picked candidates of 

· the nuclear industry. (In 1989, they showed their stuff by unanimously approving a con
tract in which a nuclear whistle-blower was silenced by the utility in return for the pay
ment of lens of thousands of dollars. Freedom of contract, and all of that.) 

One must imagine that career people inside the NRC have seen a lot, and have 
· learned to keep their mouths shut. They know that for a nuclear scientist who has the guts 

to tw·n their back on the industry, life gets hard in a hurry. Yet someone chose to risk their 
all to alert us to just how dangerous Trojan has become. Here is the story: 

In 1990, 40 percent of Oregonians voted to close Trojan. PGE had survived the elec-
. tion by. denying the charge made by longtime anti-nuclear activists Lloyd Marbet and Dan 
Meek that Trojan's steam generators were failing. Yet shortly after the election, the plant 
spent a year flat on its back, and the problem could no longer be denied. The steam tubes 
were cracking and splitting, and the situation would only get worse. Replacement of the 
steam generators would cost hundreds of millions of dollars, so the economic case for 
keeping the plant on line was also falling apart. Critics began comparing Trojan to the 
Titanic. 

1 
• • · 

1992 was a rough year for PGE. The Don't Waste Oregon Committee was sponsoring 
tht:if third state-wide initiativ·e petition to kill the plant. More threatening was a second 
initiative sponsored by Marilyn and Jerry Wilson of Soloflex, which not only.called for 
Trojan to be closed, but which would require PGE' s shareholders to eat the massive cost 
for decommissioning. The Wilson's ·had put $200,000 into the 1990 campaign, and were 
capable of spending much more. The initiatives appeared on the November ballot as 
Measure 5 and Measure 6. 

In June of 1992, PGE announced that they had reached a "Memorandum of 
Understanding" with Westinghouse, which had supplied.the failing steam generators. 
PGE would give up any legal claims against Westinghouse, which would replace the 
steam generators at its own cost and assume the duty of running the plant until the year 
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November 3, 1992 The Wilsons' 
Measure 6 receives 43 percent of the vote; 
while Measure 5 gets 40 percent. In other 
words, Trojan had survived again. 

November 9 Trojan closes when ~ 
defective tube springs a leak. The leak is 
originally described as 100 to 200 gallons 
per day, but the figure is quietly upgraded 
a few days later to 7,200. 

November 10 NRC inspectors say that· 
worker error is to blame for the leak, ·and 
that the plant is set to reopen in 10 days. 

November 23 Robe1t Pollard, a for
mer NRC staffer, now with the Union of 
Concerned Scientists, releases an internal 
NRC memo showing dissent within the 
staff regarding the safety of operating 
Trojan. He describes the rating the scien
tists have given the problem as signifying 
"a high likelihood of an accident occur
ring with severe consequences to the pub
lic." Pollard questions why Trojan has 
been granted a waiver of safety regula
tions, allowing it to operate with 428 
flawed tubes, at least 72 of them having 
cracks at least 90% of the original wall 
thickness. He asks that all relevant files be 
disclosed to the public. 

The same day, PGE hastily calls 
together a group of government officials 
and energy activists, assuring them that 
the safety concerns are ancient history, 
and that recent tests by PGE prove t.hat the 
plant was safe. Ken Harrison, PGE' s pres
ident, refuses requests to delay a restart 
until all the relevant documents have been 

released and publicly evaluated. There were many grim faces around the table, particular
ly among those who bad opposed the ballot measures. 

November 24 State officials waste no time in rushing to PGE's defense. David , .. 
. Stewart-Sniith, nuclear safety administrator for the Oregon Department of Energy, says . 

that the data used by the dissidents is wrong or out-dated. The regional spokesman fol'. the f 
NRC agrees that there arc no reason to delay the reopening of Trojan, now only days away. ;· 

November 29 News reports show that the chief licensor of nuclear plants for the :~ 
NRC has rejected the internal study which questioned Trojan's safety, and marked it down ' 
from "high priority" to '.'low priority". It is called "crude" and "back of the envelope stuff." ~. 

November 30 An Oregonian editorial headline proclaims "Trojan Passes Safety l. ' 
Test". It labels the episode a "brouhaha" and <cIBks that the reactor be fired up without delay. : 

' f 

December 1 The second wave hits. A new batch of NRC memos are released, and '. 
these show that the opposition to a Trojan restart is not the opinion of one sCientist, but of : 
the entire office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, and of the senior metallurgical engineer in · 
charge of the NRC's Steam Tube Integrity Program. The official, Joseph Muscura, indi- • 
cates that the existing technology is inadequate to detect more than half of the .steam tube · 
cracks, that measurements of their depth and length are "highly variable and inaccurate," · 
and that the growth of cracks under operating conditions cannot not be predicted. The . 
only way, then, to tell what would happen to the cracked steam generator tubes under· 
operating conditions is to operate the plant. Furthermore, the new documents show .. that 
PGE's original cover story is a lie. Dissenting scientists are aware of PGE's recent tube 
experiments, and they have found them to.be basically worthless. Finally, the documents 
show that even tiny leaks can cause sufficient loss of coolant to lead to a meltdown, all 
without a single tube actually rupturing. . · 

The same day, a team of NRC officials hold a hearing at Trojan, with three members 
of the state's Energy Facility Siting Council (EFSC), the state agency with a1,1thority to 
shut the plant, in attendance. Most of the hearing is devoted to examining why the one 
tube ruptured on November 9. Afterward, the NRC' s spokesman makes a few 'comments 
minimizing the rebellion inside his own agency, handed out a one-inch thick packet of 
technical reports, then asldng the 60 or so assembled activists whethe):" they have any 
questions. Que'stioners·denounce the proceedings as being transparently in bad faith, and 

, they demand to hear from the dissenting scientists. After being blown off, Lloyd Marbet 
and seven others march out to the main road leading to the plant, where they are arrested 
fo~ trespassing. · · 

(continued next page) 
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· DecemlbeJr 3 Marbet and I have a telephone conversation with Mel Ferguson, head of 
the EFSC. Ferguson says that wl:).ile EFSC members are perturbed that the dissenting sci
entists have not appeared, that it was the sense of the council that the plant should be 
allowed to restart without further ado. In support of his position, he cited NRC officials, 
and tlie November 30 editorial in the Oregonian. I immediately send a letter to the coun
cil members, noting that this was "obviously a maximum case for EFSC to talce serious 
action," and suggesting that if they ·are not willing to keep the plant closed until they have 
examined all the documentation and heard from the dissenting scientists, that they should . 
stop wasting public money creating a "false sense of security," to simply fold up their tent 
"and go home." · 

December 4 Robert Pollard relecwes an analysis of the NRC's explapation for ignor
ing their own staff reports, listing a string of errors, omissions, and misrepresentations of 
the· ev~dence. That morning, 27 activists, including both Marbet and myself, stand again 
on the\road to Trojan to prot~st the reopening of the plant. Reporters at the scene tell us 
that the NRC had fold them that morning that the plant would open within 24 hours. By 
the time\most of us were released from jail that night, PGE had announced that after dis
cus'sions with state and' federal. offi'cials, they were going to keep the plant closed until 
January. "Further study" was required. 

' j . 
· ll)ec~mlbe!r 9 The Oregon Department of Energy announces that the EFSC will hold' a 

hearing in. early January on the safety of Trojan, and that-the NRC is "urged" to take part. 
Members of the public are invited to "submit written questions and comments." A large 
grqup of protestors gather at the PGE headquarters in Portland, demanding that the. dis-

. senti.ng NRC engineers be produced, and that citizen groups be allowed to participate as 
parties in a full adjudicatory heanng. 

it is announced the same day that Trojan now will not reopeI). until February. 

Ho~ on earth can we talce seriously those wl\o are charged with the duty·to protect 
us? Robert Pollard has done more for nuclear safety in.Oregon in the last 20 days than all 
the paid officials of our Department of Energy have done in the last 20 years. He will not 
be aliowed to question witnesses at the coming hearing. The extensive record built by 

· Lloyd Marbet as a paw; to the licensing hearing on the proposed twin nuclear plants at 
Pebble Springs in the l970s resulted in the plants being delayed for years, and eventually 
terminated. This saved Oregon rate-payers from the kind of mnlti-billion dollar disaster 
that afflicted the StJjte of Washington, with the terminated WPPS plants. Yet "if Marbet 
has a question, he can put it in writing." When state regulators tried to give hundreds of 
millions of dollars in unearned rate increases to PGE and Padfic Power &Light, attorneys 
.Dan Meek and Linda Williams stopped them in. their tracks. Meek and Williams will get 
to cross-examine no one at the EFSC hearing .. 
. ' · This is not happening because the EFSC members are stupid or corrupt -it is sim
ply that they are timid beyond belief,. and that they have not yet figured our what this 
game is all about. They think of the NRC officials as professional colleagues, people who 
share thei!r desire to learn the truth. They cannot grasp that this has nothing to do with sci
ence, and everything to do with money and political power. It is those at the political top 
of the NRC who are overruling the scientific specialists, and the commissioners they 
serve were selected because they were industry lap dogs. PGE, for its part, knew about the 
dissenting NRC opinions, but kept it secret through the elec;tion, and beyond. 

Pfoased to be treated with deference by such exalted characters, our EFSC is simply 
incapable asking~ witness to swear an oath, allowing an anti-nuclear opponent to bear 
down on a government witness, or demandmg that the dissenting engineers appear and 
testify fully before a restart of Trojan will be considered .. Theyjust don't have the stuff for 
a serious inquiry, so it is necessa.rY that citizens increase their level of discomfort until 

. they ch~ge their mmds. . 

·:. · Thcise who wish' to join our effort should contact Colleen O'Neil at 232-3575, Kellie 
, . I . . . . . 

··,Petersen at 281-5297, Greg Tozian of Solofiex at 640-8891, or Peter Bergel with Peace 
· Works! at.585-2767, in Salem. · · 

· Those with no time to spare can also help by calling the following people: Governor 
Barbara Roberts, 1-800-322-6345; Christine Irvin, head of the Oregon Department of 
Energy, 1-800-221-8035; Mel Ferguson, chair of the EFSC, 884-9153; Clarissa Beatty, 
EFSC, at 222-5372; Molly Bloomfield, 752-1868; Terry Edvalson; EFSC, 962-3755; 
Thomas Hayes, EFSC, 752-1071; Marlene Bayless Mitcheli, EFSC, 653-1260; and 
Steven Schell, 224-5560. 

A FIN'AL WORD 
. · · When we were told on the morning of December 4th that the plant wo.uld reopen in a 

day, the l\lRC explained that PGE had some testing data that would talce that long tp eval~ 
uate. We are now told that the plant will be closed for. tt.:vo months, yet the explanation for 
the delay is ·unchanged. That means that our letters, arrests, the calls we have been making 
to politicians, all':have had an effect. There are eight nuclear plants either operating or 
about to ;operate with these same defects. We h!1ve a new Presi~ent. The. fate of the. 
nuclear industry is very much up for grabs. V&at we do matters .. 

Greg Kafoury is a Portland attorney. 


